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involving

at San Juan,
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Puerto

operating
Rico,
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ai!~raft~C

Puerto
203

of the aircraft,

INVESTIGATION

15376, a Sikorsky S-42B, occurred

Rico,

on October

in scheduled

as Trip

OF.

I.-..

air, carri~r_..service between

of Pan

American

fatal injuries

Airways,

The Civil Aeronautics Board Y

occurred.

.

Immediately

Inc.

11

to two passengers,

bers of :~~e crew, and minor injuries to four members
remaining passengers were not injured.

.

during a landing in

3, 1941, about 5:48 p.m.
Miami,

(EST), while
Flordia,

the

and San

The accident resulted in the
serious injuries to two mem-

of the crew and seven passengers.

The

was apprised of the accident about an hour after it

after receiving.this

no~ification,

the Board initiated an investiga-

tj,.on
9f the ~9<?id,~nt
in accordance with the..provisionsof.Section 702 (a)(2) of the Civil
Aeronautics Act of 1938, as amended. An investigator and an examiner .were.sent to the
scene of the accident and arrived there about 1:00 p.m., October 5, 1941. In accordance
with instructions of the Board, the ~.alllage.<:I..~~r.~r:a.r.~
had been placed under guard and the
wreckage had not been disturbed except to the extent necessary to remove injured persons,
cargo, and. to condu9t .the.su~sequent salvage operations in removing the wreckage from the

.

water.

Upon arrival,

th~ i~vestigatortook

custody of the.wreckage and began his inspection.

After the inspection of all the parts of the aircraft was completed by the Board's per-

.

sonnel on October. 7,1941,

the .aircraft was released

to Pan. Amerioa~.

Public Hearing
In connection with .the investigation
of
.Miami, Florida, on October 22, 1941. RobertW.

the accident ..a public hearing was held in
Chrisp; an attorney for. the Board, acted as

P.residing.Examiner, and the following personnel

of the .Safety Bureau of the Board participat-

ed in the hearing: Frank.E. Caldwell, Chief, Investigation.D.ivision: James H. Douglas,
Assistant to the Chief, Investigation Division; and Harold G. !:!rqwley,
Accident Reports
Consul

tan t

.

All of the evidence.~vailable
to the Board at the time was.presented at the hearing.
Eleven..wi tnesses testified and fourteen exhibits were introduced.. . pepositions of Passengers
on the airplane
hearing.

and othe~ witnesses

While the Examiner

designated
instruction

to ask questions
questions,

submit them in writing

.

directly

of the Bo~rd., announced

any evidence,

who saw the accident

and the. representatives

of the witnesses,
at the opening

or suggestions

to present

to the Examiner.

received

~n evidence

at the

the Presiding

of the hearing
for consideration

No such questions

Examiner,

acting under

that any person

who had

in the proceeding

might

were submitted during the hearing.

Upon the basis of all the evidence accumulated in the investigation and hearing, the

Board now makes its .~eport in accordance
of 1938, as amended.

11
Y

were

of the Safety Bureau were the only ones

with. the provisions

Hereinafter

referred

to as "Pan American".

Hereinafter

referred

to as the "Board".

of the Civil Aeronautics
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. SUMMARY,AND"ANALYSISQE
"

EYIDENCE

"~Carr.ier

Pan American Airways,' In'c.,a
'New' York Corporation,
was operating
at the time of the
f,lccident as ,an air carrier under,.a c.urrently effective
certificate
of public convenience and
necessity
and an air carrier
operating certificate
theretofore
issued to it pursuant to the
Act. These certificates
authorized
it to engage in air transportation
with respect to persons, property and mail between various points,
including
Miami, Florida;
Antilla,
Cuba;
Port au Prince.
Haiti;
San Pedro de Macoris, Dominican Republic; San Juan, Puerto Rico;
Port of Spain, Trinidad;
Belem, Brazil;
Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil;
Porto Alegro, Brazil;
and
Buenos Aires, Argentina.
fli~h1~ersonnel
On the flight under discussion
the crew consisted of Captain Charles A. Lorber, First
Officer Harvey E. Breaux, Flight Mechanic J. E. Donnelley, Radio Operator W. P. Mahoney, and
Fli~ht Stewards Joe Catala and A. E. Calligari.
Captain Lorber, aged 45, had accumulated a total of approximately
11,384 hours of flying time and held airline
transport
pilot certificate
No. 4554 with 4-M Land and 5 Land and
Water ratings.
Since his employment by Pan American in 1928 he had accumulated a total of
approximately
1500 hours on Sikorsky S-42 airplanes
and had had about 690 hours of night
flying.
He started piloting
over the subject route in 1929 and, subsequent to that date had
flown on both the Atlantic
and Pacific routes of Pan American.
Since'Captain.Lorber's
return to the Eastern Division on January 16, 1941, he had made approximately six night landings at San Juan in 5-42 airplanes.
His last physical examination as required by the Civil
'Air Regulations
was taken on May 6, 1941, and showed that he was in a satisfactory
physical
condition.
Captain Lorber had from time to time been given flight
checks on various aircraft,
including
S-42's..
His last flight
check on an S-42 followed his transfer
from the
Atlantic Division to the Eastern Division.
This is in keeping with the policy of Pan American. All pilots
are checked when transferr.ed
from one division
to another.
Captain Fatt,
chief pilot in the Eastern Division,
stated that in checking Captain Lorber on S-42 's "he
had a tendency to land with his nose down". He further stated that this difficulty
was promptly corrected
and that Captain Lorber. thereafter
made several landings which were satisfactory and normal.
Company records indicated
that Lorber was a well qualified
and proficient
pilot.
First
Officer
imately
583 hours;
to the. accident.
61667 with a rating
Ai r_.Regulatioos
was
condition.
Flight

Mechanic

Harvey E. Breaux,
aged 24, had accumulated
a total
flying
time of approxHe, had been employed by Pan American for approximately
six months prior
At, the, time ,of the accident
he held commercial
pilot
certificate
No.
of second pilot.
His last physical
examination
as required
by the Civil
taken _on Augu.st..4,1~.41,
and ,showed hi)ll to be in a sa.tJs,fC1,ctory physical

J.

E. Donnelley

ye~rs and had flown as a flight

accident
he held a currently
effective
the Civil Aeronautics
Administration.
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had been

employed

by Pan American

mechanic for approximately
aircraft

and

engine

5000 hours.
meohanic

for

approximately

13

At the time of the
by
certificate
issued

-3Radio Operator W. P. Mahoney had been employed by Pan American for one year and eight
months and had flown as a radio operator in aircraft
for approximately
926 hours.
At the
time of the acoident he held a currently
effeotive
radio telegraph
lioense,
first
class,
issued by the Federal Communications Commission.
Mr. Catala
July

13,

1939,

and Mr. Calligari,
and April

16,

1941,

flight

stewards,

had been

employed

by Pan Amerioan

sinoe

respeotively.

Thus, it appears from the evidence that Captain Lorber and First Offioer Breaux held
the proper oertificates
of competency for the aircraft
involved and were physically
qualified.
The evidenoe further indicates
that the remaining members of the crew were well qualified to perform their respeotive
duties.
Airplane
Airoraft

NC 15376,

a Sikorsky

Corporation
of Bridgeport,
was powered by four Pratt
oonstant
speed propellers
had been flown a total
of

2:lli! Equi12ment

Model S-42B,

was manufaotured

by the

Sikorsky

Aircraft

Connecticut,
and was purohased
by Pan American in May, 1936.
It
and was equipped
with
Hamilton
Standard
and Whitney SIEG engines
equipped
with brakes.
At the time of the aooident
the airoraft
7,832 hours and 9 minutes.
The airplane
and its equipment
had

been given a 100-hour
inspeotion
on September
29, 1941, and a pre-flight
inspection
prior
to departure
from Miami on Ootober 3, 1941.
The evidenoe
shows that
the engines
and propellers
had been maintained
properly
and that none of the engines
had" exoeededthe
major
overhaul
period
of 550 hours authorized
in the maintenanoe
oompetenoy letter
issued by the
Civil Aeronautios
Administration
to Pan American.
This model airoraft
and its equipment had
been approved
by the Civil Aeronautics
Administration
for air oarrier
operation
over routes
flown by Pan Amerioan
for 32 passengers
and a orew of 6.
It had been certificated
for
The total
weight of the aircraft
operation
with a standard
gross weight of 41,000 pounds. ~
upon departure
from San Pedro de Maooris,
Dominioan
Republic,
the last
stop before
the
accident,
was 39,407 pounds whioh was 1,593 pounds less than its approved
standard
weight.
The center
of gravity
limits
of the subjeot
airoraft,
as presoribed
by the Civil Aeronautics
Administration,
are from 29 peroent
to 36.1 peroent
of the mean aerodymanio
ohord.
The
airoraft
was aotually
loaded so that its oenter
of ~ravity
was at 33.2 peroent
of the mean
aerodynamic
ohord.

The condition
of the airplane
and the ma;intenanoe reoords produoed by Pan Amerioan
indicated
that the airplane was in an airworthy oondition when it was dispatohed from Miami,
Florida,
on October 3, 1941, for the flight to San Juan, Puerto Rico.

!:!lliQ.cr of ~

Elight

Pan Amerioan Airways, Inc.,"Trip
203 of October 3, 1941, originated
at Miami, Florida,
and was bound for Buenos Aires, "Argentina, with numerous intermediate
steps including those

at Antilla,Cuba; Port au Prince, Haiti; San Pedro de Maooris, Dominican Republic; and San
Juan, Puerto Rioo.
The trip was dispatohed to San Juan, Puerto Rioo, and departed
7:33 a.m. (EST), about 18 minutes after the scheduled time of departure.

Miami at

Prior
personnel,

ports
'J./

to departure
from Miami, the flight crew, with the assistanoe
of other company
prepared a flight plan for the trip.
This flightplan was based on weather reissued by the UnitedStatesWeather Bureau andPanAmerican
weather observers for var-

The "standard
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weight"

of an aircnift

is the maxinlUIDallowable

gross

load for landing.

-e4iou~ points

along the route.

was good, except

The weather

for anticipated

over, the route, as far as San Juan, Puerto Rico,

head'winds.and

indicated

overnight stop on Trip 203, the flight being continued
ent aircraft.

contact

flight.

San Juan is an

the following mornitlg with a differ~

The flight proceeded uneventfully to Antilla, Cuba, where it arrived at 11:12 a.m.
(EST) (52 minutes late) and departed at 11:30 a.m. (EST) (50 minutes late).

and take-offwere without incident.
.

The.landing

On arrival at.Port au Prince, Haiti, where.a landing 'was effected at 1:43 p.m. (EST)

(1 hour

and 3 minutes

behind

schedule), a slight

swell was

running

on the surface

of the

water.
As the aircraft decelerated and settled farther into the water the crew. fe:j.t.ashock
on the aft end of the hull structure.
This shock was not severe, but, in accordance with
Pan American's

custom, the captain?rder(;jd a~,inspecticJD of the aircraft.

This was performed

by First Officer Breaux and Flight Engineer Donnelley.
It consisted of a visual inspection
no damage had
9Lthe
aircraft's empennage and of theiI1side- of the .l1ullan<:1.
revealed that
been

incurred.

iI?g at

Port

schedule)

.

FOtloy.'ing,
au Prince.

the

this

inspection

flight

was

resumed

an.d the,

transaction

,,:t 2:,11

p.m.

of
(EST)

routine
(1 hour

loading
and

and

unload..,.

11 minutes

bE:Jhind

Trip 203 proceeded
to San Pedro de Macoris,
Domir-iean Republic,
where a normal landing
w9-s effected
at 3::;;,2 p.m. (ESTJ. (l,hour-and.J,7
minutes behind schedule).
At ,4:09 p.m.. (EST)
(1. hour and )..9,.minutes
behind. schedule)
the flight
departed
for San Juan, Puerto Rico.
The
aircraft
carried
21passeng~r!3'
11-,crew _of..!3i~" 985 pounds of baggage,
614 pounds of. !I1ail,
12;25 pounds of express,
7,9 p'ound,s of companymai],
and' cargo,
and 775 gallop:?, of fUel. . This
load, as previously
stated, was under the _allowaq,le limits and was properly
distributed
with
~~fer~z:1ce - to the ce:nJer of g~avi ty of tl)~ aircraft,
"

'

...T_he
flight
plan for this leg of the flight
called
for contact
f~ight
at a cruising
titude
of 90eO feet with an .estimated
flight
time of 1 hour and 40 minutes,
indicating
<?-Larrival
at SanJuan
as 5:49 p.m. Offi_cial
sunset
was 5:23 p.m. (EST) at SaD Juan.
alternate
,destination
was given as the point of departure, San Pedro de Macoris.

altime
T!J.e

Captain Lorber stated
that the aircraft
was flown at an altitude
of ab9ut8000,
fee!9vC?r
was about 60 miles out of San Juan he had descended to
most of the route and when the flight
an alt~tude
of about 7000 feet.
At this point
the captain
started
a descent
at a rate of
ab()ut400
feet amin.ute.
This procedure
would place theaircraft,
according
to the captain's
estimate,
at an altitude
of about 1000 feetat the time it arrivedat a point 15 minutesout
of San Juan Harbor.
,

..-

The radio log of the flight
reveals
a number. of contacts,
all

between San Pedro de Macoris
and San Juan, Puerto
of which, were routineand made by CW (telegraphic

:r?-d~(). ._~l1e last routine contact

was made at

5:30

p.m:

(EST)

and,

as

Rico,
code)

recorded, read

as

follows:

"NC 15376at 5:30 p.m. sighted
the_San Juan Airport.
The estimated
ti~e
of arrival over the airport is 5:45 p.m. The altitude at 5:30 p.m. is
1000 feet and w~ll be maintaineduntil the aircraft
is over the airport.
Signed,~ Lorber."
This is the customary "sighted" message and indicates that the destination is in sight.
Im.~ediatelyafter this,.the captain at~empted to make voice contactwith the groundstation

20494-5

- ;;--6~sing a two-way' r~diotelephone
recently installed
for short dista.nce use between the airoraft in flight
or afloat
arid the local' ground station
arid the stand~by landing launch.
This effort was unsuccessful'because
the apparatus was inoperative.
The ship's operator then
called the land station in code, on the aircra:ff's
regular radio set, and asked for the landing conditions.
The land station
replied that he did not have them. The ship's operator
relayed that message to the oaptain and remarked that they should be obtained.
The ship's
operator then retuned his radio to voioe frequency and sucoeeded in hearing part of a conversation
between the landing launoh and the ground station,
in 'which was mentioned the
fact that the ground operator had obtained the landing oonditions:The
radio operator on
board the airplane then asked the ground operator,
"How about it?"
and was told to stand by
until they, the landing oonditions,
were ohecked.
The ship's
operator
replied,
"O.K., go
ahead". The operator in oha'rge of the land station
then transmitted
the landiJ1g conditioI's,
"Wind west :3 Sea slight Kollsman 2992".
This message was filed at the San Jt:an radiostc!'tion at 5:45 p.m. (EST). This message was not reoeived by the aircraft
because it was just
about to contact the water, and, in accordance with regular procedure,
the opera,tor had
turned off the airoraft's
radio.
Captain Lorber, during this time, had continued to descend until the aircraft
was at an
altitude
of about 500 feet at a point a few miles west of San Juan Harbor.
He then aligned
the aircraft
with a row of anohored reference
landing lights
in the harbor and started a
finalapproach.
Mr. Jahncke,

the Relief
Airport
Manager, had ordered
the crew on the landing
launch to
for a night landing
a considerable
period
of time before darkness.
Seven
reference
landing
lights
were arranged
in a line 2000 feet long from east to west and parallel with the wind. A red light was plaoed on the upwind end, a green light on the downwind
end and the intermediate
lights
were white.
In using
this
system of lights as a landing

prepare

equipment

reference,
right
side

the aircraft
usually
lands from the gr.een light
toward the red light
and tethe
of the entire
line so that the captain,
who is seated
on the left
side of the
aircraft,
will have the lights
continually
within ready visual reference.
Before the lights
had been arranged,
the 0rew on the launoh had ascertained
.that. there were - no floating
obstaoles
in the landing
area.
After placing
the lights
the launCh stood by approximately
abeam of the green light
and about 300 feet north of it.
The company procedure
is to proj ect the beam of the landing launch I s searchlight
in an upwind direction
parallel
tQ the
row of landing
lights
so as to enable the landing
aircraft
to land between the beam fromits
searchlight
and the string of landing lights.
However, this was not done in this instanoe
because
the beam of the searchlight
would have been directed
toward the incoming aircraft
since it was being brought
in downwind and might well have blinded
the pilot.
-'
had been strung,
the incoming plane was sighted
from
flare
was fired
from the launch in accordance
wi th
regular procedure for the purpose of calling
the attention
of the aircraft's
crew to the
general
locality
of the lights.
The radio operator on the launch attempted on four different occasions after the aircraft
was sighted to transmit
landing 'conditions
to it by radiothe

.

About five minutes after
the lights
launch.
Shortly
afterwards
a white

telephone .but,
the aircraft's

as ,pr,evi.ously stated,
these attempts were unsttccessful
due to the failure of
radiotelephone.
It is also customary to fire a green flare from the launch
the latter
part of the aircraft's
approach
to indicate
that the landing
area is clear.

during
Mr. Jahncke,
in charge
come comDletelY dark.

of the

launch,

stated

that

this

Before beginning
his final
approach,
the captain
which he was then approaching,
1. e., toward the east,
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was not

done because

elected
to
the direction

it

had not

be-

land in the direction
in
opposite
to thatwhfon

- :-_6was

indicated by the colored

lights.

He decided

to land in this direction

because

he had

concluded from the absence of any significani drift of the smoke which was ri~ing from numerous fires. around the harbor's edge that the wi~d was negligible.
Captain Lorber stated
that he could see the green light at. t}1e far 'e~d of the string of landing lights. . Captain
Lorber stated that he made his approach in the normal gliding attitude, at the usual speed
am! rate of descent.
He o.rderedthe flight !J1~cha~icto put the. oarburetor mixture cont:~ls
in the full. rioh position and this was done. First Officer Breaux stated that
during
the

final
approach
the
of about 400 feet,
altitude
ed

the

on.

speed

was about 80 knots

the

flaps

were

propellers:.

The

oaptain

air

airoraft

were
passed

extended

(approximately
92 m.p.h.).
At an altitude
When the aircraft had about 200 .feet
of

fully.

put

in

low pitch.

The

the

red

anchored

landing

aircraft's

landing

light

at

an

lights

altitude

were

then

estimated

turnby

the

as 10 feet .Aocording

to Qaptain Lorber" a. brilliant
moon, whioh was almost directly
overhead,
tended
to reduce the usefullness of the airc~aft's landing lights because it made
them reveal
the water
surfaoe
less. clearly..
. About 20 or 30 percent of the 2000-foot landing
strip,

marked

by lights, had been passed when the aircraft

first made contact with the water

at an air speed of about 82 m.p.h. This was at approximately
immediately closed the throttles.
The boat continued planing
mined

period

turning
did

to

not

of

the

have

time,

right..
the

This application

possibly

tWQ or

. »e applied

desired
of power

corrective

tl1fee.

rudder
effect,

seconds,

control

when

to

applied

also failed to arrest

tne

5:48 p~m. (EST).
The captain
ahead for a short but undeter-

the

captain

left

power

to

the turning

observed

and then,
and

both
the

of

that

noticing
the

aircraft

it

\vas

that this

right

engines.

oontinued

to

swerve as the nose dug inoreasingly
into the water.
Cabin oocupants were thro~~ violently
forward and sidewise to the left against their safety belts. The swerve to the right became
violent
and the left wing float
struck
the water.
About this time the aircraft's
hull bro~.e
completely into two sections at a point approximately over the main step of the hull.
'The
location of this break was through that section.of.the hull where the forwardpassenger compartment, "D", joins the cargo compartment.
The two sections
0 f the hull filled
rapidly
with
water and sank to a depth of about 15 feet. where they grounded.

Three small children, aged one, two, and three years,
with

their mother.

had been ocpupying Compartment D
At the time of the accident the largest child was sitting beside his

mother, with his safety belt fastened.. !J.l. The mother w~sholding
One of the smaller children,
while the flight steward was sitting on the oppositeseat holdingthe other child. On first
ohildren who Vl~re being held were thrown violently
from the
contact with the water ,both
arms of the mother and the stewara. £11 .Almost immediately
after
the hull of the airplane
broke. in two at Compartment D, all of the pa13sengers
in the aircraft
were thrown around
violently
in complete
darkness. Both the adults
who were in Compartment D were almost comwhom they had been holding. The
pletely
submerged and were unable to find the. two children
bodiesof these children were subsequently recovered.

Captain
passengers.

Lorber and other crew members made every effort
to direct
the rescue of all
The crew on ..the Pan Amerioan landing. launch and other persons in the vicinity

immediately rendered aid and all the occupants of the aircraft exoept the two small children
Hospitalization
was providedfor those requiring
it.
referred to above were taken ashore.
!J./.. Prior to landing
the sign requesting
pC!,ssengers to fasten
their seat belts
had been turned on and the first steward ascertained that the passengers had complied.
~/ After the occurrence
of this accident,
Pan Amerioan devised and put into use a harness
arrangement by which a ohild in arms is securedto the body of the personholdingthe
child.
:20494-5
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"--7 Condition
Prior to tne arrival
~eronautics

of personnel

Administration,

Qf the Wrecka~e

of the Board

the wreckage

had been

and personnel
salvaged

connected

by United

American personnel.
It had been taken to the nearby Naval Air Station
accessible for examination.

with the Civil

States
where

Navy

and Pan

it was readily

Inspection disclosed that the hull had broken into two pieces just forward of the step.
The forward section of the hull exhibited considerable damage, especially on its left side,
from bending and compression loads, such as would be caused by severe impaot with the water.
It appeared that the bulk of the impact had been taken by the left portion of the bow. A
severe
dent,
apparently
from compression
loads,. was found on the left top side of the bow
about eight feet back.

The right side of the front section of the bow and the front portion

of the keel remained generally intact. The left flap was broken off along a line of cleavage
more or less coinciding with the hinge line, indicating that it had been down at the time of
the accident.
The left
wing tip pontoon .was torn-.completely
from the left
wing, and was
damaged in such a way as to indicate
clearly
that the impact loads were from the nose and the
left
side of this'pontoon.
The left wing was broken completely
away from the hull.
It was
damaged in a manner suggesting
that the direction
of the water loads had been against
the
leading
edge which was crushedbackwardsfor a distance of about 70 percent of the span.
The right
wing also was torn from the hull but was damaged much less than the left
wing.
There appeared to have been much less water load on its leading edge.
The right
wing tip
pontoon remainedattachedto the wing and was not damagedseverely. Most of the empennage
fastenings
but this breakage appeared to have been
units were broken from their respective
incurred
during the salvaging operations.

The control

system in general was badlydamagedas was to be expected
because of the

heavy loads imposed during impact and subsequent salvage.
It wa&, therefore,
impossible to
determine
positively
that the control
system was intact
prior to impact.
However, the
evidence indicated
that the entire control system had remained fully operative
until the
time of the accident.

plant

of power
All four engines were subsequently torn down and inspected but no indication
failure
or interruption
was disclosed.
The condition of the blades. of the four pro-

pellers,

although

was being applied

some of

them were bent during salvaging,indicated that

little or no power

at the time they were submerged.

All four ignition
switches were on. The switch which operates the sign indicating that
passengers should fasten their seat belts was on.
The landing
light
switcheswere on. The
flap control
handle was in the "down" position
and the flap indicator
showed "full
down".
All mixture controls were in the full rich'position.The
propeller pitch settings were found

to be in variouspositions. Numbersland 4, the outboardleft and right
tively, were in "take-off"position,while Humbers 2 and 3, the inboard
right controls,

respectively,

were found to be about

half-way

between

controls,

left

"take-off"

respec-

and inboard
and "cruise"

positions.
The throttle
positions
were found 'as follows:'
Number 1 hal f-way between the
ope.Ii and closed position,
Number 2 in the fully closed position,
Number 3 in the one-quarter
open position,and Number4 in the fully bpen position. The positionsof the throttle
and
propeller.
pitch
controls,
.as ..as<Jertained-subsequent
to the accident,
are not definitely
indicative
of their
positions
prior
to. the accident,
their
fore and aft travel
making it
possible
for the strong
accelerations
in-the
aircraft
during the orash to have changed them.

above,

In addition
to the parts
of the aircraft
all remaining component parts and all

the conditions
of which have been described
the instruments installed in the aircraft
were

-8thoroughly examined. No failures during flight and nocondi tions which could have contributed to the accident
were revealed.
As stated
before,
the voice radio installed
in the airplane was inoperative
during
the final approach
to San Juan.
This radio-equipment
was so
badlydamagedduringor subsequentto the accident
that it was impossibleto determinewhy
it did not function.
A thorough inspection

failed to disclose evidence of any appreciable

which might have contributed to the weakening of the general

structure

amount of corrosion
of the aircraft.

The nature of the damage to the hull and wings indicated that it was the result

of the

aircraft's being sUbjected

to severe water loads applied first against the lower left portion
of the bow and then against the left
wing's leading edge, and that in the interval between
these two impact loads the left wing tip pontoon was crushed and broken backwards

ally

and later-

from the left.

Condyg1 Q.f .ihe [light
The dispatching
intermediate
conducted at

of the flight from Miami, Florida,

to San Juan, Puerto Rico, with three

stops was in accordance with proper procedure.
The fact that the flight was
an altitude of 8000 feet over most of this leg of the route, rather than at the

prescribed
in the flight
plan,
is not pertinent
to the accident,
although
it was
forecast that -the most advantageous winds would exist at the 9000-foot level. San Pedro de

9000 feet

Macoris,
the last port of departure, is not equipped for landing at night and according to
company procedure, flights are not dispatched r~om that
port
later
than
a time which will
allow

ret~rn and landing at that port during daylight,

if mechanical

trouble or unfavorable

weather is encountered
beforereachinga point half way to San Juan. The time of departure
from San Pedro de-Macoris
was 4:09 p.m. (EST).
This departure
time, taking
cognizance
of
the slight
differenoe
in times of sunset at San Pedro de Macoris and San Juan, was consistent
with the above procedure.
Flight

203 was scheduled

to arrive at San Juan before

sunset, but because

it had

left

Miami 18 minutes late and had become increasingly so as it progressed because of head winds,
it was apparent to th~ crew during
the latter
portion
of the flight that a night
landing
would be necessaryat San Juan Harbor.
This is oonsistent
with proper procedure
since night
landings
at SanJuan Harborwith
the type of equipment
involved
were allowed by the Pan American's
Operations Specifications,
whi-chare 'a part of the'terms
and conditions
of the air carrier
operating
certificate
issued
to Pan American by the Administrator
of Civil Aeronautics.
The harbor appears to be entirely
suitable
for night 'landings
so long as the pilot
involved
is proficient§/
and Pan American's
and patrolling
the landing
area -is followed.
system of lighting
Weather conditions
were favorable
for operation
over the portion
of the route involved.
Investigation
of all weather services-disclosed
that the forecast
and other weather advice,
made available
to -Cap-tain Lorber,
including
the conditions
of the water surface
at all points
facilitiesinvolved funcof landing,
were substantially
accurate.
All weather observational
tioned' in an entirely
normal manner throughout
the flight.
§!

Immediately
after
the accident the Administrator prohibited night landings at San Juan
and other points
on this route. pending the conclusion
of this investigation
and a demonstration
by the pilots
of their
ability
to make such landings.
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-9We have concluded
had been properly
Florida.
periodic

previously

maintained

An examination
checks

in this report that the aircraft

and was

in airworthy

of the carrier's

and a pre-flight

condition

records shows

inspection

prior

involved

when

in the accident

it took off

from Miami,

that it had been given the required

to its departure

from this point.

The

possibility of damage to the aircraft during the landing at Port au Prince was thoroughly
investigated by crew members at the time and no damage was found. The water surface at the
time of this landing was not unusual.

The waves were much too small to be of any importance

and the swell, estimated at less than one foot in height, was not of sufficient magnitude to
produce severe landing loads.
Moreover, all three of the flight officers testified that the
aircraft,

engines

and controls

San Juan, including

functioned

normally

during

the remainder

of the flight to

the landing and take-off at San Pedro deMacoris.

The fact that the aircraft's

radiotelephone

it is used only as an additional

was inoperative

radio facility

is not material

to the flight while operating

for at most

in close prox-

imity to a station.
The conventional (telegraphic) radio set was still available to Captain
Lorber had he desired to obtain landing instructions prior to landing.
Since Captain Lorber
had knowledge
the landing

of the wind conditions

lights

at the time of his approach

laid out in the harbor,. his failure

not contribute to the accident.
The Board having concluded
night water landing,

that Pan American's

facilities

their assigned

duties

Mr. Jahncke,

instructions

did

.

the Relief Airport Manager
of the landing

at San Juan are adequate for

as to whether

the crew on the landing

in a 'satisfactory manner.

indicates that they did.

su.pervised the placing

landing

.'

it is now faced with the question

launch at San Juan performed

to San Juan and could see

to obtain

The evidence

.

in charge of the landing launch, had personally

lights

in the harbor.

.

In fact, all members of the

crew of the launch were well qualified and performed their assigned duties in a satisfactory
manner.
The lights were laid out properly with regard to the wi~d direction, and all were
lighted.

The area adjacent

to these lights,

had previously

been scrutinized

obstructions.

According

which

to company procedure,

wind landing,

When it was determined

the search-light

not impair the .pilot's vision.
regular procedure.

suitable

for the landing,

launch and found to be clear of

the launch stood by after placing

approximately abeam of the green light and about
launch was kept running.

was entirely

by the crew of the landing

feet north

300

of it.

that the airplane was approaching

was turned in the opposite

direction

the lights

The engine

in the

for a down-

so that its beam would

The white flare was £ired from the. launch in accordance with

Al though darkness had not become' comp'lete, the crew of the launch should

have followed the regular procedure and fired a green flare, signifying "all clear". However, the failure did not contribute to the accident since the pilot was not in any way
mislead.
Immediately

following

the crash the launch proceeded

the accident and participated
formed

commendably.

Puerto

Rican,

passengers

who

and removing

hazard and physical

in rescuing the passengers. and crew.

Particularly
repeatedly

noteworthy

dived

and swam

was

the work

through

them from the wreckage.

discomfort

at maximum

The rescue work was per-

of one Harold

the partially

This

speed to the scene of

action

Roebuck,

submerged

was attended

a native

cabin freeing

by considerable

as the surface of the water was covered with gasoline

from the

wreckage.
Next, we must determine

whether

the conduct

of the flight by Captain Lorber

is in any

way subject to criticism. . There appears to be no question as to the manner in which
20494--5

he

- 10 operated the trip prior to arriving in the vicinity of San Juan. He began his final approach
without receiving landing instructions which appears to be contrary to Pan American's established procedure.

While, as previously

indicated,

this failure clearly appears to have had

no bearing upon the subsequent accident, it constitutes an act of carelessness which cannot
be condoned.
The failure of the pilot's radiotelephone provides no excuse for this lapse
since by delaying the landing for a few minutes,

instructions

could have been secured by the

ship's radio operator.
Captain

Lorber

landed

downwind

and in a direotion

opposite

to that indioated

by the-

landing lights laid out by Pan American's
for this violation of standard prooedure.

ground orew. There appears to be no justifioation
While landing a flying boat in the most oonvenient

direotion

of very light winds has generally

irrespective

as a safe praotioe,

of the direction

Captain Lorber's

of the careful preparations

been oonsidered

action in this instance is subject to oriticism beoause

which had been made by the ground

orew for his landing.

The

landing launch is carefully looated with respect to the landing area lights in order that it
can assist in marking

the landing area by the beam of its searoh-light

can be as olose as possible
water.

to the point at which the airplane

By landing in the wrong direction

and in order that it

first makes oontaot with the

Captain Lorber made it impossible

for the landing

launch to perform these vitally important functions with maximum speed and efficienoy.
At
the time of the aooident the wind was variable, although generally from a westerly direction,
and of approximately

3 m.p.h. velocity.

Various passengers and both stewards, who were seated in different cabin oompartments,
testified that they were thrown violently against their safety belts.
This appeared to them
to have occurred almost simultaneously
this severe deoeleration
the water.
resulted

with the landing.

The oonclusion

to be drawn is that

started at the time of, or very shortly after, initial contact with

Such a deceleration

from an extremely

occurring nearly simultaneously

nose-low

landing.

A preponderance

with first contact would have
of testimony

indioates

that

passengers were thrown violently sideways about the same time that they were thrown forward.
This is an extremely strong indication that the right swerve experienced by the airoraft
also had its origin simultaneously with or immediately following first contaot with the
water.
This, in turn, could be caused by, and leads to the conclusion that, the airoraft
was making some leeway, i.e., side motion
water.

Although

relative to the water, when it first contacted the

lay testimony is not often of primary

volving so precise

importance

partioularly

in cases in-

a maneuver as the night landing of a large flying boat, it appears that a

quite accurate reconstruotion of the accident can be aooomplished from the testimony referred
to above.
These oabin occupants were unable to see either direotly ahead or direotly downward and were therefore unable to testify accurately
prior to the time of first contact.
However,
time of first contact, taking due cognizance
lishes the nature of the landing.
tact, severe longitudinal
Suoh

The conolusion

deceleration,

regarding

the attitude of the airoraft

their testimony as to events subsequent to the
of the short interval elapsed, olearly estabthat must inevitably be drawn is that oon-

and violent

turning oocurred almost simultaneously.

a set of conditions would result if first contact with the water was made while the

aircraft was nose-down
This oonolusion
a marine aircraft.

and moving laterally

relative

to the surface of the water.

is supported by an analysis of the forces present during the landing of
We find that when the ship first oontacts

the water the point of initial

oontaot is in the neighborhood of, or slightly ahead of, the step. The step itself is located a short distance astern of the center of gravity.
In other words, the point of first
contaot,

from which the initial retarding

projeotion

20494-5

of the center of gravity.

force acts, is in the neighborhood

of the vertical

This means that there is little, or at most, a negli-

,- '11

""

tendency
for the airplane to rotate or "yaw" about the point at which the retarding
force acts. Directional stability on the water is neutral.. If the flying boat is lande,d in

gible

a tail-low attitude

the point

at which

rear of the center of gravity.

This

on the other hand, the flying boat is

the water

retarding

forces act is definitely

tends to provide positive

to be turning orif

it has

applied.

Serious

consequences

any: leeway or side motion

We are forced to the conclusion"

to the

stability.

If,

landed in a nose-down attitude,.the decelerating force

acts forward of the center of gravity tending toward directional
ling forces are promptly

directional
instability

unless control-

may result if the airplane

happens

relative. to the water.

therefore!. first,

that the subj ect airoraft was landed

in an unduly nose-low attitude; and seoond. that at the time of first contact while in that
attitude, it was moving sideways relative to the water.
It appears from the record that
there were no extraneous turning forces which might have been .caused by non-uniform
tion of power orby faulty
rudder
tab setting.
Having

arrived

at this conclusion

water, we must deter.mine whether

as to the manner

this resulted

fr?m

in which

faulty operation

the airplane

applica-

struck

the

of the airplan.eby

the

pilot.

Captain Lorber testified that he was handling the throttles during the approach and
landing at San Juan. This duty is sometimes Performed by the flight meohanic who handles
the engine's controls under the captain's direction w~ile some captains handle the throttles
themselves. This is a matter of personal preference varying with different oaptains. The
fact that CaptainLorber handled the throttles
himself
appears
to have no significance in
this

aocident.

Captain Lorber, Fir~t.o.fficer Breaux, and Flight Mechanic Donnelley.testif'ied that
the
approach
up to and including oontact with the water was not abnormal as far as they could
observe.

Captain Lorber testified that he retarded
all four throttles immediately upon the aircontactingthe water and that he did not subsequentlyapply any power except
oraft's
first
that whioh he applied to the two right-hand engines in alleffort to arrest the swerve. The
Chief Pilot of the Eastern Division of Pan Amer~can! Captain Fatt, testified that the correct

mannerof handling
the throttles
during the landingof the subjecttypeof airoraftoonsists
with.theengines
in makingthefinal approachwit!1.,?-bout 16 or 18 inohes of .I11ani~o~.d pressure
turningat about 2250. r.p.m. and oontinuing
this oondition
for aperiod
varying betwe,en10.
and 20. seconds after
the a:i,rcraft
first
contaots
the water.
The purpose,
according
tain Fatt.
in allowing
the power so to continuewas to have enough control
of the

to Capairplane

to prevent the nose from being forced further into the water. He states that the aircraft
has this tendency
and that a sudden,cessationof
power augments it.
Another rea.s9n that has
been advanced in favor of maintaining the amount of power existing at the time of first con~
tact

is to make sure

that

the aircraft

havingtouched the top of a swell,

has made permanent

before

c,ontact

with}he

water,

rather

than

the power is reduced.

of making the approach
and then in completely
throttling
the engine at the time of contact.
The landing maneuver
isnotsubjecttoregularly established
proceduresin re~ard
to throttle
man~pulation..
as that
1s ,affected by many
variables, such as slightchanges in ,attitude,
of the a.~rcraft ,and oonditio,n
of the water surface,
as well as the loading
and weight. disposition
of the aircraft,
and, of course,
the
primary consideration, that of wind.
with

According to other experts,
thepro!=,er
landing procedure
consists
from 12 to 14 inches of manifold
pressure
and about 220.0. r.p.m.
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- 12 Pan American's

established

procedure

includes

no specific

directions

as to throttle

manipulation during landings of aircraft of this type. By long-established custom the manner
in which captains handle throttle controls during landings is left to their own individual
judgment.
It is not believed that Captain Lorber's action in reducing the power to an idling
condition at the time of contaot can justifiably be criticized or that it contributed to the
subsequent

swerving

However,

of the aircraft.

it appears

that Captain Lorber, through misjudgment,

landed the airplane

in an

unduly nose-low attitude and while it was making some leeway.
The surface of the water of
San Juan Harbor was slightly disturbed in some areas and glassy in others.
The existence of
a glassy surface is frequently

conducive

to a lesser extent, misjudgment

to misjudgment

of height above the water as well as,

regarding the attitude of the aircraft.

Another factor tend-

ing to'lessen depth perception was the presence of a bright moon nearly directly overhead.
This had the effect of illuminating the smooth surface of the harbor with sufficient light to
decrease the effectiveness of the aircraft's landing lights.
With such a surface

condition,

to the water would be difficult

a small amount of side motion

for the flight crew to observe.

of the aircraft

Although

relative

all known and re-

ported winds were light, they were nevertheless of such strength and so related to the direction in which the landing was being made as to have drifted the airdraft somewhat to the left.
The procedure
rudder

which Captain Lorber

in the opposite

direotion

followed when the swerve started,

and then applying

power

on the inside

in first applying
of the turn, is in

accord with the best technique.
Following

the accident,

members, in assisting

the action

and directing

of Captain

Lorber,

rescue operations,

as well as that of other

orew

was exemplary.

III.
CONCLUSION

Findings
Upon all of the evidenoe

available

to the Board

at this time, we find that the facts

relating to the accident involving aircraft of United States registry NC 15376, which occurred at San Juan Harbor, Puerto Rioo, on October 3, 1941, are as follows:

1. The accident, which occurred at approximately 5:48 p.m. (EST) on October 3, 1941,
to Pan American's Trip 203 of that date, resulted in major damage to aircraft NC 15376,
fatal injuries

to two passengers,

juries to seven passengers
2.

serious injuries

and four members

At the time of the accident

certificate

of convenience

to two members of the crew, and minor in-

of the crew.

Pan American Airways,

and necessity

Inc., held a currently

and an air carrier

operating

effective

certificate

for the

route involved.

3. Captain Lorber and First Officer Breaux were physically qualified and held proper
certificates of competency to operate as air carrier pilots over the route involved.
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4.

Aircraft

5.

Trip 203 was cleared in accordance

MC 15376 was oertificated

Juan, Puerto Rico, via Antilla,
inican Republic.

6.

was properly
7.

distributed

at the-time

with proper procedure

Cuba; Port au Prince, Haiti;

At the time of departure

gross weight of the airplane

as airworthy

from Miami, Florida,

At the time of departure

from Miami, Florida, to San

and San Pedro de Macoris, Dom-

and at the time of the accident,

did not exceed the permissible

with reference

of the accident.

to the location

the

gross weight and the usable load

of the center of gravity-

from San Pedro de Macoris,

Dominican

Republic,

the aircraft

carried more than three timen as much f~el as would normally be required, at cruising flight,
to proceed to its next scheduled stop, San Juan.
San Pedro de Macoris was the alternate

port.

'1/ .

8.

Until the time of the attempted landing at San Juan Harbor, Trip 203 had proceeded

normallY

throughout

9.

its entire

route except for becoming

Weather reports for San Juan had consistently

ceiling

and visibility.

increasingly

behind

schedule.

indicated variable light winds and good

This condition

prevailed

during

near San Juan,

Captain Lorber

the flight and at the time of the

landing.

10.

After arriving

11.

The aircraft did not receive landing conditions

because

the aircraft's
12.

The ground

voice apparatus

station's

ing aircraft was so belated

attempt

to transmit,

14.

Aircraft

Following

16.

relative

Almost immediately

to the incom-

at the time of the accident.

normally

until contact

the approach NC 15376 contacted

ly to the right and broke

with the exception of the

with the water.

the water in an unduly nose-low attitude

to the water.

after first contact with the water tho aircraft swerved violent-

into several

major sections.
EROSABLE

On the basis

via CW, landing conditions

NC 15376, its engines, and all of its equipment,

were functioning

while moving sideways

over the radiotelephone

that the message was not received.

Captain Lorber was flying the aircraft

15.

transmitted

was not functioning.

13.

radiotelephone,

began a contact approach.

of the foregoing

findings

CAUSE

and the entire

record

available

to us at this

time, we find that the probable cause of the accident involving aircraft NC 15376 (Pan Amerto exercise requisite
ican's Trip 203) on October 3, 1941, was the failure of the captain
cat:tion

and

skill in

landing.

The smooth

surface

of the ORa
ter

which

captain's depth
perception, as well as the exact determination of any
aircraft, constituted a substantial oontributing factor.

'1/

The subject

difficult the

--------

flight was, during its latter stage, aotually without an alternate as San

Pedro de Macoris

20494-5

rendered

lateral movement of the

is not equipped

for night

landings.
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